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Home &gt;Equipment &gt;Gloves &amp; Shields &gt; Benefits: This small metal shield is worn strapped to your forearm. You can use a bow or crossbow without penalty while carrying it. You can also wield a weapon using a shield arm (whether you're using an offhand weapon or using an offhand to help
wield a two-handed weapon), and you'll get a penalty of -1 for your attack roll. This penalty stacks with them to fight with your hands off and apply to fight with both weapons. Anyway, if you use a weapon in your off-hand, you will lose the Buckler's Armor Class bonus until your next turn. You can cast
spells with somatic components using your shield arm, but you'll lose your Buckler's Armor Class bonus until the next turn. You can't make a shield bash with Buckler. Section 15: Copyright High Passfinder Role-Playing Game: Ultimate Equipment (OGL) © 2012, Paizo Publishing, LLC; Authors: Dennis
Baker, Jesse Venner, Benjamin Bruck, Ross Byers, Brian J. Cotizo, Ryan Costello, Mike Ferguson, Matt Goetz, Jim Groves, Tracy Hurley, Matt James, Jonathan H. Keith, Michael Kenway, DoLe Macklin, Jason Nelson, Talk Show, Owen KC Stevens, Russ Taylor, and countless RPG superstar
contributors are thinking about this. Using some mistral that we found during the adventure, my harping villain/Abjurer had made a Misral Buckler +1 for himself. Right now, the good thing about Misral Buckler (or the mesopower little shield, although I'd rather have the use of an off-hand than the ability to
be struck with a shield), is that it fails with no arcancy spells, no armor-checking penalties and no maximum Dex penalties. Anyone, even those who are not proficient in using mysterious spellcasters, or shields, can use one without penalty. The Mistral item is automatically considered a masterwork, so it's
easy to be enchanted. Besides the rarity of Eral, and the inherent cost of building with it, are there any drawbacks I'm missing here? In fact, Monte, who signed in or registered to remove this ad, said it was done intentionally, which I think was done. Personally, it can help, but I find it rare and limiting the
cost to make it macical is all the restrictions you need. The only thought I can think of is do I need one or two hands to cast? The extra +6 is very useful for AC, provided you enhance it to +5. The only thing bad is, if your spell caster draws a weapon, he'll have to give up either, bonus or drop is casting
weapo. Still a very good item, added with that bracelet of armor, high dex. I always assumed a free hand that had cast a spell ... Although not official, in fact, all wizards ordered something in one hand: daggers, staff, crossbows, canes, potions, torches or blind kobolds. I was a little surprised that I've
never seen more rogues or wizard types using them. I've never seen it at all, though A lot of people in misral chain shirts are hovering around. The extra +6 is very useful for AC, provided you enhance it to +5. The only thing bad is, if your spell caster draws a weapon, he'll have to give up either, bonus or
drop is casting weapo. Still a very good item, added with that bracelet of armor, high dex. What does it take to move a weapon with the other hand? Bucker hands can carry weapons and even wield them. On this issue, if you can weil a weapon in your off-hand buckle hand, why not cast a spell with a
bucker hand? The reason it's not a common place is because it's not popular or well-known information. Everyone knows about the Misrill shirt from the second edition Elven chain. This idea will be better known as people spend more time on 3e ideas, but in a common place, I bet I began to imagine an
elite band of elf blade singers/visionary archers armed with Long Sours, Long Bow and Mistral Berker. Ho ho! What does it take to move a weapon with the other hand? Quick draw?, move evuivelent as if drawing a weapon? I'm not sure if Berker's hands can pick up a weapon and even wield it. On this
issue, if you can weil a weapon in your off-hand buckle hand, why not cast a spell with a bucker hand? To cast from a bucker hand, you must switch from using it as a sheild to attacking (casting). So you're going to have to give up AC, although you can restore ac then rules. Still a very good item, added
with that bracelet of armor, high dex. Armor braces don't stack up with Buckler. Both are armor bonuses. The only armor bonuses stacked against each other are shields and armor suits. To cast from a bucker hand, you must switch from using it as a sheild to attacking (casting). So you're going to have to
give up AC, although you can restore ac then rules. I expected it, but I thought I could use an off-hand weapon when using the buckler, but with a -1 penalty for the attacking roll. If there is a penalty similar to casting with that hand?... I really don't want one. I began to imagine an elite band of elf
bladesingers/vision archers armed with Longwars, Longbow and Misral Buckler. Ho ho! In fact that's what I wondered and wanted to ask for a while. Say there's a quick draw, let's say you can have a two-weapon fight with Ambi Dexterity with a long sword, and can you switch offhand to continue your
attack? I know you say about all the bladsinger abilities you can have a long knife in the other hand to use the ability (so you still can't use that shield), bt you can do your default 4 attack + blade singer attack, then switch off off, turn your hand off, with a quick drawl using the same log nestlo in hand,
attack, then hurriedly switched back to the main hand? I expected it, but I thought I could use an off-hand weapon when using the buckler, but with a -1 penalty for the attacking roll. If there is a penalty similar to casting with that hand?... I really don't want one. I'm sure you won't be negative in casting, you
just loosen the ac bonus, until yoru next turn. However, if you're in a hurry, you can use the action in a hurry to get the second spell back up the shield. Did anyone else think about this? Ok. Using some mistral that we found during the adventure, my harping villain/Abjurer had made a Misral Buckler +1 for
himself. It would be good for him. Right now, the good thing about Misral Buckler (or the mesopower little shield, although I'd rather have the use of an off-hand than the ability to be struck with a shield), is that it fails with no arcancy spells, no armor-checking penalties and no maximum Dex penalties. And
those who are not proficient in using armor whose Mage armor or bracelets, even mysterious spellcasters, or shields are not stacked can use one without penalty. The Mistral item is automatically considered a masterwork, so it's easy to be enchanted. It's pretty good if you don't use armor or marge armor
spells. Besides the rarity of Eral, and the inherent cost of building with it, are there any drawbacks I'm missing here? The fact that Misril Buckler +3 does not stack with Marge Armor. Using one of them gives ac a +4 armor bonus, and if you use both, ac only offers a +4 armor bonus. But armor bonuses
from worn armorstack bucklers. Generally not good for pure spell casters, but good for a rare mysterious magiccaster who wears a dorsal/bard or indeed armor. Nevertheless, I finally have a wizard who plans on getting the +1 Misril Buckler out of the heavy fortress. It doesn't increase AC, but it still
prevents crits and stealthy attacks. I forgot that braces are offering the same bonus type as the +1-+5 magic percentage bonus to shield. thxs for that straight line setting. Armor braces don't stack up with Buckler. Both are armor bonuses. The only armor bonuses stacked against each other are shields
and armor suits. Are you sure? You're under the impression that suits for armor/other armor bonuses won't stack up, but one Shield Armor Bonus can stack up with other armor bonuses... Hold my meaning? For example, my half Rogue Wizard currently has an AC of 18... +1 size, +4 dex, +1 ring of prote
(deflection), +2 misral buckler +1. Now if he casts Marge Armor, that +4 should be stacked normally with a magic buckler, no? Plus he can cast a shield, and he can have a stack, because that gives cover, instead of an AC bonus right out. Heh... completely strengthened, that would 29! Yo-yoja! Has
anyone got the answer to my quick draw question? Re: Re: Mistral Buckler: Umgu/3/1/Wizard/Wizard's Best Friend... And why not stack it with marge armor or armor bracelets? Bonuses for magic armor and shields are displayed as enhancement bonuses, not armor bonuses. Last edited: June 10, 2002
Re: Re: Misral Buckler: The Best Friend of a Good Poet/Mystic/Sorcerer/Wizard... Blah... Double post. Last edited: June 10, 2002? You're under the impression that suits for armor/other armor bonuses won't stack up, but one Shield Armor Bonus can stack up with other armor bonuses... Hold my
meaning? I am sure. Armor bonuses don't stack up. The exception is the suit shield of armor. Check out the top of the page under PH, Page 104, Armor Bonus. For example, my half Rogue Wizard currently has an AC of 18... +1 size, +4 dex, +1 ring of prote (deflection), +2 misral buckler +1. Now if he
casts Marge Armor, that +4 should be stacked normally with a magic buckler, no? Plus he can cast a shield, and he can have a stack, because that gives cover, instead of an AC bonus right out. The harping new AC with marge armor is 20. Marge Armor spells don't stack up with Buckler. However, shield
spells stack up with all of these things, and you can bring your total AC to 27, at least on one side of the battlefield. Page 2 is pretty certain. Do you want marge armor and armor bracelets to be stacked? Both offer armor bonuses. Think of marge armor as a real force for armor to occupy. Therefore, you
cannot wear armor. However, you can *can* cast it, and benefit from it when the Incorfer creature tries to get you, because the regular armor bonus from armor is not stacked (except for the magic bonus). Page 104 PHB, top right Collum. Bonuses from armor and shield stacks. This bonus is an armor
bonus, so it won't stack up with other effects that increase armor bonuses, such as marge armor spells or armor bras. Logging in or registering to remove this ad marge armour is a mandatory order to create an item. That's one of the reasons they can't build up. Both offer the same type of bonus. I know. I
was trying to make a point. Yes but both armor and shields offer armor bonuses. Personally I think they just screwed up here. It's really lame for shields to offer armor bonuses that stack up, but not other armor. They should say they offer shield bonuses or offer other rulings instead of this strange
excitement about the rules. Yes but both armor and shields offer armor bonuses. Personally I think they just screwed up here. It's really lame for shields to offer armor bonuses that stack up, but not other armor. They should say they offer shield bonuses or offer other rulings instead of this strange

excitement about the rules. If they screw up deliberately made it. I went a lot of time to check this out during the first big discussion, and we eventually heard from all the original game designers via email, and they all agreed on how it works. (In the original huge debate about this, we eventually got
confirmation from Sean Reynolds, Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, and Skip Williams.) Last edited: June 10, 2002 Mistral Buckler + Magic Bement = High Level of Goodness. Priests at level 15 can easily save a few Magic Vest spells. This spell can be projected onto the Mage's Clothes and The Wizard's
Buckler and has a total armor bonus of +11. Nevertheless, I finally have a wizard who plans on getting the +1 Misril Buckler out of the heavy fortress. It doesn't increase AC, but it still prevents crits and stealthy attacks. As Caliban suggests above, I think the magical Misril Buckler is the one with special
abilities who is most useful to the mysterious caster. AC is better during the bracers and some enchanting is hard to come by other methods. Misral Buckler + Magic Vest = High level of goodness. Priests at level 15 can easily save a few Magic Vest spells. This spell can be projected onto the Mage's
Clothes and The Wizard's Buckler and has a total armor bonus of +11. Alternatively, you can use craft magic arms and armor to make your clothes magical. This outfit (roughly) has the same cost as a bracelet of armor, and most magi do not use armor slots anyway. . Ziggy I mention clothes as armor the
only place for the purposes of this order, clothes are treated as armor... This means that the weakly normal state is reverse and the clothes are not armor. That's why craft magic arms and armor can't be used on armor. I don't think it would be horribly overwhelming. As Greg Caliban suggests above, I
think the enchanted Misril Buckler, most useful for the mysterious caster, is a man of extraordinary ability. AC is better during the bracers and some enchanting is hard to come by other methods. I agree. For example, an animation shield is suitable for TWFing 3D fighters or anyone who needs to use both
hands in combat. Caliban's idea is expensive but a good one. So now... What about magical armor and magical shields? If you have +2 leather armor, +2 large shields, and 10 dexes... Should the AC be 16 or 18? Those two +2 bonuses should not be stacked because they display the same and are made
from the same order. But they do. I'm really trying to be a fool here, I just want to make a damn of my options. If the Enchanted Buckler can't use wizard armor, it means there's an additional First Class spell slot available for other spells, and you won't waste money on the Mage Armor's staff. Caliban, you
wouldn't remember the reasoning the designer gave for that bonus Would you? I'm looking for something a little more specific than Soandso says so. Trust me, this has been controversial in the past death as Jack, the man who has been on this board since Eric's site. Yes, shields are stacked with
*physical* suits of armor. No, they don't stack with other armor. The designers basically said they can't do the same thing they were thinking about this board so they can comply better with the 2E and do the same thing - armor +8 bracelets and mistlebucklers +5 - and end up with better AC and
ordercasters and 3ds than fighter jets. Because there was a house rule that shields offered shield bonuses rather than armor bonuses, spellcasters in the campaign were able to stack shields with marge armor and armor bracelets. However, in my low magic campaign, this is unlikely to be abused as in
the standard one. If I played in another campaign, I wouldn't allow it. Even Karinsdad, who thought they should stack up, eventually agreed that they shouldn't balance what happened in their campaigns. IceBear Last Edit: June 10, 2002 Side question just a small question, I may fascinate the indomitable
buckler and if I can, does it count to me or anyone I use Buckler? The indomitable Buckler will make a very good item on Marge and will prob a bracelet of +8 to better then defend. Lyina so now... What about magical armor and magical shields? If you have +2 leather armor, +2 large shields, and 10
dexes... Should the AC be 16 or 18? Those two +2 bonuses should not be stacked because they display the same and are made from the same order. But they do. Yes, it is. Suits of armor and shields are exceptions, not rules. Here your AC will be 18. You get a +4 armor bonus on +2 leather and a +4
armor bonus on +2 Large Shield (the enhancement bonus counts as an armor bonus here). Normally armor bonuses don't stack up, but because these two armor bonuses come from suits of armor and shields, they stack up. If you cast Marge Armor on your own, you will get another +4 armor bonus
unless you stack one of the armor or shields, because they are the same bonus. However, while marge armor spells are included in the contained source, armor and shields are not. Trust me, this has been controversial in the past death as Jack, the man who has been on this board since Eric's site. That
is great. Trust me as someone who has been here since Eric's board... I haven't seen the debate yet. Definitely within the last year. You uise shieldbonus is a much better idea. There is no need for exceptions and it fits perfectly... In fact, shield bonuses can be called instead of covering spells such as
losses, and reduce some of the water-water abuse. After all... I don't really care whether they stack up, I'm just trying to find a good reason It is evidenced by something printed on the rule paper. If the designers intended that, why didn't they make it a little more obvious in the book? It just gets a little
frustrating to hear constantly... Can I do it? No. Why don't you? The rules don't say I can't... Because they said you can't. Lyina-Buckler gives you an AC +1 for everyone who attacks you... You don't have to choose one opponent anymore. So the special ability you wear on the Buckler affects all enemies
attacking you. However, invincibility is a special ability that can only be placed on armor, not shields. Dr. Zoom - I know it works that way, I was just trying to point out how stupid the exception was... But there's something good about intra-oral attacks. I have to remember that. At any rate... I asked my DM
and other players about it. They saw no reason why marge armor should not overlap with shields, and marge armor essentially replaced ordinary armor. I think we're going to use a house rule similar to icebearer, and there's a warning not to take it as extreme. I don't think he was worried about that... Our
next mockery goes into the temple of elemental evil. Now, back to Misral Buckler... The reason I like Buckler, it doesn't do too much that will give me a better AC ... As Caliban and others have said, bracelets in armor can give you a much bigger AC bonus... However, the fact that you can be attracted by
special abilities such as reinforcement, spell resistance or reflection is not usually available to wizards. I don't know why I don't remember the argument because Caliban and Karinsad were really romantic and fighting. I basically made my house rules then, but I saw where it could be abused and therefore
I can do it with the rules of the next campaign. +1 One thing buckler allows when there are all wizards, it's very different with +5 bucklers and +8 brasers of armor. I agree it makes more logical sense for them to be stacked, but I think there may be no reason to balance those rules (and see frustration in
the face of fighters when wizards run with shields, wizard armor and magic berkers). There is no *real* problem with rules that excite you for no other reason than balance. IceGear Last Edited: June 10, 2002 It just gets a little frustrating to hear constantly... Can I do it? No. Why don't you? The rules don't
say I can't... Because they said you can't. Except in this case, the rules say you can't. PHB, page 104, armor, armor, armor, armor bonuses. The protection value of the armor. Bonuses from armor and shield stacks. This bonus is an armor bonus, so it won't stack up with other effecxts that increase armor
bonuses, such as marge armor spells or armor bracelets. The shield is on the 104-page armor table. It is listed as being with an armor bonus. It is considered armor as much as a set of band mail. Thus, armor bonuses for shields and armor sets stack up against each other, but unlike marge armor or
braslers. In the Battle section there are some contradictory texts in the glossary that refer to bonuses from shields as shield bonuses, but according to the designers it should be read as an armor bonus from Shield. After all... I don't really care whether they stack up, I'm just trying to find a good reason for
it, as evidenced by something printed in the rule book. If the designers intended that, why didn't they make it a little more obvious in the book? It just gets a little frustrating to hear constantly... Can I do it? No. Why don't you? The rules don't say I can't... Because they said you can't. I'm not sure I
understood this. The rules are clear about this. It doesn't stack, with a few exceptions, like bonuses. Dodge bonus stacks. Bonus stacks for some situations. Armor bonuses from suits of armor and shield stacks. What is this unclear or difficult way? The player doesn't say the rules I can't... Show where the
rules are to say he can't. I'm not sure I understood this. The rules are clear about this. It doesn't stack, with a few exceptions, like bonuses. Dodge bonus stacks. Bonus stacks for some situations. Armor bonuses from suits of armor and shield stacks. What is this unclear or difficult way? The player doesn't
say the rules I can't... Show where the rules are to say he can't. I think he questions the logic of the rules and wants a logical explanation why they don't stack up and is to deduce that this rule is the only reason it exists because they say so. Like I said, I don't have a problem with rules purely on balance
because there are plenty of rules that exist because they say so (capping fireballs at 10d6, only to find a high DCtrap even if the dors have the place of my elf fighter 10 zillion, why 5 feet of dragons only 5 feet, etc.). These rules tend to be due to balance, and I have no problem with them saying yes or no.
IceBear I think he wants a logical explanation of why the rules are not stacked and I think that is to deduce that this rule is the only reason it exists because they say so. Then let him house rules but he wants them to stack or stack and let this thread die. Essentially, the rules sound, but they word properly.
The designers didn't come back and change their minds. They just clarified some poor expressions. Phrase.
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